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Cairn Subscriber Sizing 
Demographics

Comparing Cairn Data to Brand Partner Production Distributions



Summary
• Cairn is a creative e-commerce brand that uses its most well known products, the 

monthly and quarterly subscription box, to drive discovery in the outdoor industry.


• It has customers primarily in the US but around the world who receive surprise 
shipments of curated outdoor goods.


• Those customers provide their demographic and sizing data as well as providing 
reviews on the products they receive.


• Cairn looked at the previous seven years of collected data - over 70,000 data points 
- compared to production run distributions from brands in the outdoor industry.


• The purpose of this comparison was to see if the sizing customers require is being 
produced by outdoor industry brands.



Items of Focus
• Throughout the review of data two items were being specifically challenged.


1. Sizing for outdoor brands rarely goes above a men’s or women’s XL.  
Cairn receives feedback regularly from our members that failing to be 
able to provide XXL or higher sizing leaves many without an option 
among outdoor brands.


2. Brands often produce samples for review and testing by their sales 
staff and customer brands.  The standard sizing for these, as seen by 
Cairn, tends to be a women’s small and a men’s medium.  Does this 
sizing represent the customer base and allow those testing the product 
to accurately understand fit and comfort of the end customer?



The Average Size
Amongst Cairn Demographics
• Men’s Upper Body sizing:


• 36% were Large, 25% Extra Large, and 
12% Double XL


• The average size was just above a Large


• Men’s Lower Body sizing:


• 38% were Large, 18% Extra Large, and 
5% Double XL


• The average size was just below a Large

• Women’s Upper Body sizing:


• 22% were Large, 16% Extra Large, and 
4% Double XL


• The average size was between a 
Medium and a Large


• Women’s Lower Body sizing:


• 26% were Large, 15% Extra Large, and 
4% Double XL


• The average size was between a 
Medium and a Large







Women’s Sizing
Additional Data Points

• Per data from a SizeUSA survey from 2004 the Average American Woman’s 
(AAW) size is a Misses 14.1

• Despite this, the fashion industry categorizes size 14 as the beginning of 

plus size.2


• As of 2010 the AAW’s size is shown to be a Misses 16/18 or Plus Size 20.3


• When adjusting for race and ethnicity the average non-Hispanic Black 
American is was shown to be a Misses 18/20 or Plus Size 22.3


• Designing and producing clothing that does not reach at least a size 18 is 
excluding half of the potential market for any women’s clothing.



Cairn Demographics vs. Brand Production
Upper Body

• For Men’s upper body sizing no brands surveyed had production runs that 
produced the XXL size in proportion to the sizing represented by the Cairn 
customer demographics.


• This difference was almost always offset by an over production of size Small 
and Medium.


• For Women’s upper body sizing only one brand showed production of any XXL 
apparel.  This size represents 4% of the Cairn customer demographics.


• In addition, size XL represents 16% of the Cairn customer demographics and 3 
out of the 4 brands surveyed designate at most 10% of their production run to 
this size.







Cairn Demographics vs. Brand Production
Lower Body

• For Men’s lower body sizing brand production was much closer to what is 
represented by the Cairn sizing data.


• One area that still has a discrepancy is the over production of men’s medium 
when men’s large is the highest representation among the Cairn sizing data.


• For Women’s lower body sizing all brands skewed their production 
percentages lower than what is represented by the Cairn sizing data.


• The production at a women’s small is vastly higher for all brands than that 
represented by the Cairn data.







Conclusions
• While the average American sizing may not be representative of the outdoor 

industry customer base, the Cairn sizing demographics should be considered a 
more representative sample.


• It should be noted that sizes represented in the Cairn dataset may be 
skewed by those who choose not to sign up because they have found that 
similar services to Cairn have not been able to meet their sizing needs.


• The sizing produced by outdoor brands within this sample falls short of 
producing along the same sizing distributions as those seen in the Cairn dataset.


• In addition, the “standard” sizes used - for samples or other purposes - also do 
not represent the sizing distributions shown within the dataset.
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